1. Purpose of the Archives Service

1.1 The purpose of the archives service is to acquire, preserve and make accessible archival collections held by the James Hardiman Library, and provide services in support of the research and information needs of the University Community and other appropriate users. It will also endeavour to attract researchers to the Library and the University, enhance the range of topics available to researchers and provide a valuable resource within the overall library service and to the academic and research agenda of the University.

1.2 The Library’s archival collections are a treasure trove of unique material that support the research, teaching and learning activities of the University, as well as being a service to the whole community. These collections enable users to build their understanding and knowledge of events, people and organisations in our past and will help them to create new knowledge and a deeper understanding of our cultural and social history.

2. Statement of Authority to acquire material

2.1 The authority for the acquisition of material by the archives service comes from the University Librarian.

2.2 The authority to manage the acquisitions process for the archives service is vested in the Head of Collections.

3. Definition of terms

**Records:** Documents containing data or information of any kind and in any form, created or received and accumulated by an organisation or person in the transaction of business or the conduct of affairs. They are subsequently kept as evidence of such activity through incorporation into the recordkeeping system of the organisation or person. Records are the information by-products of organisational and social activity.

**Archival Value:** The values, evidential and/or informational that justify the continuing retention of records as archives.

**Evidential Value:** The value for providing evidence of the origins, structure, functions, policies and operations of the person or agency that created the records. The three major categories or records having evidential value are those that:

1. have continuing administrative, legal or fiscal value for the individual or body that created them, or for any subsequent bodies;
2. record details that may serve to protect the civic, legal property or other rights of individuals or the community at large;
3. reflect the development of the creating body, its structures, functions, policies, decisions and significant operations; or which reflect the evolution of the individual’s career, interests or activities.
**Informational Value:** The value for reference deriving from the information the records contain, as distinct from their evidential value. Records and archives often contain information that has reference or research uses not envisaged by its creators.

**Archives:** Those records that are appraised as having continuing value. Traditionally the term has been used to describe records no longer required for current use which have been selected for permanent preservation.

**Archivist:** A person, professionally educated, trained and experienced, responsible for the management or administration of archives and/or records by appraising and identifying records of continuing value, by documenting and preserving archives in their context and by enabling and facilitating their continuing use.

**Deposit:** An addition to the holdings or collection of an archives service. A deposit is usually a transfer of material but may also be a donation or a loan for either a short-term or an indefinite period.

**Depositor:** The person legally responsible for the records deposited.

**Donation:** A voluntary deposit of records, involving the transfer of legal ownership as well as custody of the archives.

**Donor:** A person or organisation who has donated records to the archives service.

4. **Method of acquisition**

4.1 The James Hardiman Library Archives will acquire material by donation, loan or purchase. In the case of donation or loan, material deposited with the archives service will be covered by a deposit agreement which will outline the conditions of transfer of the material to the archives service (see Appendix A for sample Conditions of Acceptance of Donated).

5. **Current Collection Strengths**

5.1 The Library’s archival collections are a source both of pride and competitive advantage for the University with particular strengths in the following areas:

- Academic papers reflecting the research and teaching outputs of the University
- Business collections relating to the west of Ireland, reflecting productivity and financial matters
- Community development collections
- Collections relating to the socio-economic, cultural and political development of the West of Ireland, and that strengthen the University’s links to the region and local community
- Irish-language collections, including Irish language activism and Irish folklore
- Landed Estate papers relating to the west of Ireland, reflecting legal, estate management and family material associated with certain estates
- Landscape and physical environment collections
- Literary collections in both Irish and English
• Political, legal and human rights collections, with a particular emphasis on Northern Ireland, the war of independence and the civil war
• Theatre, film and the performing arts collections

6. Statement of Acquisition Priorities

6.1 Our priority is to acquire the records of institutions, associations and individuals that augment the strengths of our current holdings, as described above.

6.2 Prospective collections must contribute to and facilitate the research and teaching activities of NUI Galway, particularly the areas of research strength of the University, as per the University’s research strategy:
• Biomedical Science and Engineering
• Informatics, Physical and Computation Sciences
• Environment, Marine and Energy
• Applied Social Science and Public Policy
• Humanities in Context

6.3 The service hopes to work with other places of deposit in the development of coherent and comprehensive access to archival collections connected with the West of Ireland.

6.4 In the case of institutions giving us accruals of material, the development of a coherent records management programme would be desirable, to ensure that the archives service acquires that material which most fully reflects the business of the institution.

6.5 The archive will take records in any format once their preservation and access can be maintained to archival standards. However, the Archives Service is not equipped in terms of space or expertise to collect artefacts or physical objects.

7. General conditions covering acquisition

7.1 Material brought into the repository should comply with the areas of interest outlined in section 6.

7.2 In the case of all material brought in under transfer, loan, donation or purchase, the depositor must be the authorised person to transfer legal title to the material.

7.3 Material must undergo archival appraisal and be recommended for retention by the archival team of the James Hardiman Library. The material must be of archival value, as outlined in Section 3, and of scholarly interest. The material must be in reasonable physical condition, allowing the archives service to care for it in the appropriate manner.

7.4 Material should, in as far as possible, be free of legal encumbrances and access restrictions. In the event of restrictions being placed on access by the depositor for reasons of privacy etc., these restrictions shall be clearly outlined in the deposit agreement, and should not unduly inhibit the research potential of any acquired collection.
7.5 Material will either become the property of the James Hardiman Library Archive, or its responsibility, to be administered in accordance with the policies and procedures of the James Hardiman Library.

8. Contact Information

8.1 For further information about our acquisitions policy, or for discussion about material for potential acquisition, please contact the Archives Service, James Hardiman Library, NUI Galway.

James Hardiman Library Archives Service
E-mail address: libarchives@nuigalway.ie
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APPENDIX A: Conditions of Acceptance of Donated Archives

Access

Subject, as specified in an appendix to this document, to any restrictions agreed between the donor and the James Hardiman Library and to any statutory provisions (e.g. data protection and freedom of information legislation) the Archive will be made available for public access.

The Library shall be entitled to display the Archive or extracts from it at exhibitions in or outside the University. The donor will be acknowledged in any such exhibitions.

The Library shall be entitled to reproduce on its own electronic publishing systems the Archive or extracts from it with the intent of promoting the Archive and encouraging its use as a scholarly resource.

Copyright and Reproduction

Either (please tick the appropriate box)

☐ The copyright in the whole Archive is transferred to the University, with the exception of any materials for which intellectual property rights are vested in a third party. The James Hardiman Library, in line with its usual policy, will make the Archive available to bona fide researchers and will allow copies to be made of specified extracts for research purposes only. Any requests for publication of substantial extracts from the Archive will be handled by the Library in accordance with normal practice. Where permission is granted, acknowledgement of the source will be required, as well as details of the extract’s archival listing.

Or

☐ The copyright in the whole Archive will remain with the donor or his/her literary executor, with the exception of any materials for which intellectual property rights are vested in a third party. The James Hardiman Library, in line with its usual policy, will make the Archive available to bona fide researchers and will allow copies to be made of specified extracts for research purposes only. Any requests for publication of substantial extracts from the Archive will be handled by the Library in accordance with normal practice in consultation with the donor or his/her literary executor/other nominee. Such requests will be dealt with in a timely manner. Where permission is granted, acknowledgement of the source will be required, as well as details of the extract’s archival listing.

Appraisal

All archival material will be appraised by a professional archivist for evidential or informational value. Those records not deemed appropriate for accession, in consultation with the donor or his/her representative, will be returned to the donor, transferred to a more appropriate repository, or disposed of.
**Listing**

The Archive will be sorted, labelled, packaged, described and listed as part of the Library’s ongoing programme of listing all collections in its custody and in accordance with the Library’s archival policy.

A copy of any descriptive list compiled will be provided free of charge to the donor and to other such persons as the Librarian considers appropriate.

The ownership of and copyright in all such descriptive lists and other finding aids shall be vested in the University.

**Preservation**

Archives accepted by the Librarian will be housed in a secure and appropriate environment.

All reasonable care is taken of archives placed in the custody of the Librarian, but no liability for loss or damage of documents is accepted.

All archives are covered by insurance against damage or loss from fire, flood or theft in so far as restoration or replacement is possible.

**Conservation**

The Library shall be entitled in its absolute discretion to take any of the following actions in respect of the donated Archive:

- To photograph, microfilm, digitize or otherwise copy items for preservation and access purposes; the ownership of all such copies to be vested in the University and access to the copies to fall under the same access restrictions as the originals.

- To number items with a finding reference for their identification and safe keeping.

- To carry out such work in regard to the conservation as may from time to time be considered desirable and practicable by the Librarian within the overall conservation programme of the Library.

- To withhold public access to them if in a fragile condition until all practicable and necessary conservation work on them has been completed or to provide a surrogate copy if possible.

- To undertake repairs to archives where practicable or necessary.